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RECEIVING THE PROMISES
CHARLES RAY COULSTON

J

LIVE BY FEAR and the memories of forgotten years. There are no positive movements in life, there are only the fear reactions to what others are doing. And when
the situation gets too tough, when I cannot
handle it or escape it, I reach out for something to hold me, for a support, a comfort,
a guide, and I receive the sounds of silence.
I live in the memories of forgotten years,
where all is blurred and it seems as if it
were far better ten years ago . But no feeling of joy pervades the memories of those
years because the present time is too dark,
too frightening, too much a prison . And
when I am upset deep down inside and
start looking for words to express myself
and words to give me hope, I receive no
answer, only the sounds of silence.
It is not possible to say whether modern
man would express himself in the above
manner. But when people in our time seek
for answers to such questions, they do not
receive the joy of hope, for the people of
God are not there to respond with a message. The people of God have not learned
to love the city street the way they love the
green forests and the cool lakes and the
high mountains. We have not learned to
care for the dead spirits that lie outside the
walls of our brick houses.

The people of God have not come out of
Egypt into the twentieth century . We remain
bound by the shackles of the past, bound
by church buildings and one-day Christianity and doctrinal arguments from yesteryear. We have not walked through the
wasting wilderness nor felt the heat of the
sun and the blast of the wind and the grind
of the sand.
We have not hungered in the Wilderness
of Zin . After Israel crossed the sea, and the
Egyptian army was destroyed, they entered
the Wilderness of Zin (Exodus 16). Since
they were a numerous group , they soon ran
out of food and began to murmur against
Moses. The grace of God was expressed in
the coming of quail and the appearance of
manna-bread particles. Later Jesus was to
use this image to characterize his ministryhe was the bread come down from heaven
to feed man ( John 6). Twentieth-century
Christians have not cried out for food . We
have not seen ourselves as a starving people; we have not felt the pain of desire to
be spiritually full.
We have not thirsted by the rock of
Meribah. When Israel left the wilderness
and moved to Rephidim, they found no
water. Again they murmured against Moses,
and again the grace of God was expressed

CHARLES RAY COULSTON is a minister for th e Church of Christ , Redwood Cit y, California , and
was formerly a Visiting Instructor in Religion, at East ern New Mexico University.
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to Israel. Moses struck the rock, and the
people received a spring of water. Later
Jesus was to use this image of his presence
and of the work of the Holy Spirit (John
4, 7). The believer in Jesus could drink
from him and have rivers of living water
flow from the heart. Twentieth-century
Christians have not cried out for water
from Jesus; we have not sought the presence of the Holy Spirit.

coming

out of Egypt .

If we would escape from ourselves and
enter the promised land, there are certain
personal steps that we must take in our
individual lives.
First, I must know at the deepest level ,
deep in my emotional and mental makeup,
that I am the rankest sinner in all creationI must know that I am really there. I can
look at no other human being and say, "I
am better off than he is." This does not
mean that I am to feel unworthy and try to
make myself feel guilty and worthless and
lowdown. If Jesus died for me, then I am
worthy. But it does mean that I recognize
that I cannot save myself and that I really
do need saving; that what I have done and
am doing creates a great divide between
God and me.
Second, we must as a group see Jesus as
he is, as the lover of sinners, as the one
raised from the dead with victory and power
and enduring love, as the one who returns
to his creation in the end. No, Lord, as the
one who even now inhabits his creation-we must see him as the Holy Spirit , the
spirit of presence and power, the one who
gets deep in the heart of the sinner and
performs miracles. We must see Jesus as
the one who gives change, newness, a new
heart. Before we can enter the promised
land in the twentieth century ( and the
promised land is not heaven, but the life of
the Spirit-filled church on earth), we must
experience ·the change. The road out of
Egypt is not a negative road; it is the road
of the glory of God 's presence. The rock
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of Meribah is the place of God's presence,
the place of fresh water, not the place of
thirst. The wilderness of Zin is not a place
of hunger but a place to receive the bread
of life. God walks the road out of Egypt.
Jesus gives the bread of life that feeds the
heart of man. The Holy Spirit pours out
living water on those who come out of
Egypt into the promised land so that life
eternal and the assurance of his presence
are on those who respond in faith.
Third , we must have deep study and concentration on those things that are most
important in life. We must study the documents of the early church so that we may
know the word Jesus has for mankind. We
must not study for argument's sake, nor for
personal gain, nor to erect a system of
religion. We must study them that we might
know Jesus. We must study people; we
must know the world we inhabit , the
thoughts and concerns of people in the
ghetto, in the suburb, in the small southern
town, or wherever we happen to live. The
way others think and react must be a continual part of our conscious experience so
that we can always act in the way of Jesus.
We must also study ourselves; we must
know who we are and if we are. We must
be able to answer satisfactorily the question, "Who is God?" We must know him
personally so that we can express it. If you
want to know whether you know him , and
whether you can witness to your faith , sit
down and write an essay on the existence
and character of God , and include your
feelings about him as honestly as possible.
We must also be able to answer the questions, "What is my relation to him? Who
am I in the sight of God? What am I?

...

out of Egypt

When we have come out of Egypt into the
twentieth century, then we must begin doing those things that are most meaningful
for the proclamation of Jesus Christ and
the ongoing of the Christian community in
our time. If that means ridding ourselves
MISSION

of the shackles of church buildings and
programs and promotions and ecclesiastical
systems, then that is what it must be. If it
means accepting some people as genuine
believers in Jesus whom we have never accepted before , then that is what it must be.
If it means giving up the belief that we already know what Christianity is all about
and becoming truth-seekers, then that is
what it must be.
Being out of Egypt means that we will
go where people are . We will go to the
university , the ghetto, and the suburb. If
we live in the small southern town, we will
go to the poor, sick and lonely. It means
that we will have deep concern for black

and white brothers and for all who disagree
with us about various matters of faith and
opinion. It means that we will seek out the
people who have heard nothing but the
sounds of silence and communicate to them
the stupendous sound that is in Jesus.
Being out of Egypt means that we will
be a people who can operate out of joy, not
out of fear or despair. Because we are a
people who live in the promised land,
whether it is a city street or a shack across
the tracks or a fashionable house in the
suburbs , we can face life with deep joy, for
we stand in the presence of the Creator
God. And our mighty Lord Jesus Christ has
spoken, "I am with you."
Ill

Transcience
I was there long ago
when the boulevards were leaf-littered
from trees grown old.
In the autumn mist, a small boat vanished
into the seamless grey cloak
of sea and sky.
Like proud, aged soldiers, the buildings guarding the square
bore the lines of yesterday's glory;
now they framed the magnetic movements
of a child at play among
the pigeons, who had claimed this public place
as their own.
Toward the first coolness of evening, the chimes from the chapel tower
sounded through the streets and narrow, sloping lanes,
threading the day's scattered images
with a quiescent , affirming tone
of faith.
-Bob

Rieder

EDITORIAL NOTE: Mr. Rieder's poem, "Transci ence," appeared in the Jun e, 1970 issue, but unfortunat ely it was marred by two typographical errors. We reprint his poem-in correct form , and
with our apologies.-RBW
SEPTEMBER,
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THE

QUESTIONS

OF A CHRISTIAN

STUDENT

A LETTER FROM CAROL
CAROL 1s A STUDENT
in a state university. She is a Christian-a sincere and
concerned Christian who asks honest and deep-felt questions. Her situation
is a particular one, but we suspect that she is asking questions which many
other students are asking.
Carol's letter was originally addressed to her uncle, a preacher. Her letter
is published as it was received, except for a few personal references which
were edited out. MISSIONhas invited several persons to respond to her, and
the first of these responses are published in this issue. We hope that you,
the reader, will consider Carol's questions, weigh the answers offered, and
if you have some alternative answers, let us hear from you.
One complaint which the current generation of students throw at the older
generation is that "No one understands us; they will not even listen!" We
invite you to listen to this student and, if possible, to understand. After all,
it is the Christian thing to do--as James said, "Let everyone be quick to
hear . . . " ( James 1 : 19 ) .

-RBW

UNCLEBUD,
I need some advice, or maybe one of your
sermons. I'm tired of being "preached to"
about baptism, faith without works, etc.
I'm tired of being branded conservative because I'm a Christian. I try to be openminded and, in fact, I feel that I am giving
due consideration to my conservative background. But I feel helpless when an agnostic
friend says, "Oh, I don't want to go to
'your' student center because the Church of
Christ are the only ones going to heaven."
I feel the stab, and I feel unworthy as a
Christian. They don't want to sit down and
read the Bible. But they are searching for
a guiding source. And then sometimes I
don't always live up to that certain image
some think the Church of Christ members
are supposed to have. Am I failing my duty?
DEAR
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Some are aghast that I'm in a mixed
swimming class-men and women together.
Well, I never was allowed to mix bathe, but
my brothers do. What is the difference?
Many of the X and R rated movies are
good. They teach a lesson. But if I go to
see them, do I destroy my influence as a
Christian? I know I should worry about
that, or should I? If X and R rated pictures
give me a deeper insight into human nature, does it not, then, make me a better
person? The pornographic literature is unhealthy, but shouldn't people be exposed to
some so that they will know what the world
is talking about? Or is that an excuse? (I've
never read True Confessions, but I read
Candy-ugh!)
I'm an English major. How do I explain
my choice of literature to parents and to
MISSION

students who do not agree with me and who
pick my religion because of my selection?
When I direct high school plays, what do J
choose? I'll want to do the best-not hillbilly wedding comedies. My drama professor mentioned in class how he directed a
play and a Church of Christ minister wrote
the most beautiful critique ever written. Although the preacher was offended, the director felt complimented because the desired
effect was achieved. The class was automatically conditioned to understand that
conservative or narrow-minded , innocent
Church of Christ members were not capable
of appreciating good drama (even though
the prof stated his respect for "that
church"). This is not exactly the image with
which I wish to associate myself. This summer I'm planning to begin work on a journalism masters' at the State University.
Maybe someday I'll write short stories or
novels. I certainly have enough material.
How much can I write before the work
becomes questionable? Will people look at
my writing and then question my work for
the Lord?
My student-center experience has been
rich and rewarding. I feel it is the greatest
mission field and will become more and

more so in our society of educated people.
I would like to play a part in the campus
ministry scene. But, do I fit the role? I'm a
woman. Do I have to step back and let a
man fill the director 's chair? Yes, I know
that. But could I be an assistant director to
counsel girls on the university campus?
Would it be scriptural for me to be supported by a church? Would this cause
trouble in the church like the orphan's
homes? I couldn't stand being the cause of
something that upsetting.
Sometimes I feel like I'll do great
things-not like inventions or contributions
to the arts and such-but something to help
other people who are less fortunate. Youth
is known for its enthusiasm, but I never
want to lose mine. Sometimes I feel that I
already have. But I don't want to stagnate.
Now, please don't take me wrong. I'm
happy and I'm rich in blessings and friendships. What more could I ask? But I am
concerned. I'm at the fork of the road . I
don't want to travel the worn path, but if T
take the grassy one , what kind of disturbance will I cause? And, will I be lonely?
With thanks and appreciation,
Your niece, Carol

TO BE OR TO APPEAR TO BE?
D

EAR CAROL:

I wiJl not attempt to answer your letter
point by point, but I will offer some observations relative to the dominant theme
which is reflected in each of your questions.
Your problem is not that you need to be
told which thing is right or wrong. You have
evidently squared the problems with your
understanding of the Scriptures and your
own conscience. Your basic problem is the
thing which i£ often referred to as "influence." In other words , you are concerned
lest your actions offend some member of
SEPTEMBER,
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the church. You sum up your queries with
the question: "What kind of disturbance
will I cause?''-an interesting thing to ponder for Christians whose religion has done
more to "disturb" the world than possibly
any other faith (in the early days, Christians were accused of "turning the world
upside down," a reputation which most of
us today do not covet).
We who call ourselves Christians usually
have no wish to be the disturbers of men.
In fact, we would probably be uncomfortable in the company of such great disturbers
(71) 7

as Elijah, Amos, John the Baptist and our
Lord. We are preoccupied with what people
think of us. Appearance, rather than substance, much of the time dictates our
actions-the
way we dress, words we use,
the people with whom we associate, the
movies we attend, the number of church
services which we attend each week, the
books we read, etc. I do not ·mean to imply
that we should completely ignore the feelings of others toward us. Paul said that we
should consider the feelings of our weaker
brothers in the eating of "meats sacrificed
to idols." But ( allow me to digress for a
moment) those who are offended today at
those who use their Christian liberty are
often those who regard themselves as
strong Christians and pillars of the church.
The same Paul frequently was at odds with
those in the churches who attempted to
force their traditions and the Mosaic Law
on other Christians; thus his views regarding the "eating of meats" was not a command to restrain from "rocking the boat."
In other words , the attitudes of others
( either within or outside our brotherhood)
should not be the primary factor which dominates our lives. If the attitudes of others
had dominated the thinking of such men as
Luther, Calvin, Wesley, Campbell and
Stone, we all would still be members of the
Medieval Church. And if brave brethren in
the past had not risked the criticism of our
more conservative brethren, we would have
no Bible school classes, no children's homes ,
and we would still be using one container
in the Lord's Supper!
"And, will I be lonely?" you ask. If you
mean loneliness in terms of human relationships , yes, much of the time. Our Lord
knew the full impact of this type of loneliness. It was not the course he chose , but
rather, loneliness was the by-product because his primary objective was to minister
unto men, not to put up appearances, to be
rather than to appear to be. His ministry
was not that of isolating himself from those
DO ALD E . GREE
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who were filled with the pollution of sin.
He did not sit in a sterile office panelled
with mahogany, waiting for the sinners to
file in for counseling and a good "preaching
to." Instead, he dined with them (I wonder
if he ever departed the house of a sinner in
a huff because some therein were using
profanity?) , he prevented an adultress from
being stoned (in spite of the fact that the
letter of the Law commanded such punishment) , and he stopped to ask another sinful
woman for a drink of water. For such acts,
our Lord was denied the chief seats in the
synagogues. Such is the price one must be
willing to pay for his ministry.
In reference to your questions pertaining
to your relationship to the contemporary
arts, I would add that Jesus did not attend
X or R rated movies, but he did witness the
drama of X and R rated human relationships. That is, he did not isolate himself
from the culture and problems of his times
(the Pharisees had done that). I know that
much of our cinema and literature being
produced today is trash (much of it always
has been), but some of it is good , even
profound. We cannot afford to ignore the
contemporary arts because they are important vehicles of expression in our popular
culture. They mirror the frustrations , the
"hang ups," the hypocrisy, the fatalism , the
hedonism of our own times. In other words ,
they furnish us with an awareness of our
epoch so that we can effectively communicate and minister for Christ.
I believe, in conclusion, that it is far
more important to be than to appear to be.
And if you hope to minister to the young
people of today who have already rebelled
against appearances , you have taken the
wisest course by embarking upon the
"grassy" path rather than the worn road.
The way, however , is slippery . And it will
not be crowded. As my Savior put it, the
way has always been "strait and narrow."

DONALD

E. GREEN

is an Assistant Professor of History at Central Stat e Colleg e, Edmond, Okl ahom a.
MISSION

CHRIST AND/OR THE CHURCH
DEAR

CAROL:

Your letter moves me because I see in it so
many of the very sort of problems I was
concerned with as I went to graduate school
to prepare for college teaching. Having experienced the same difficulties personally, I
wanted to get into a profession where I
might be the right sort of help to others
who, like yourself, were "at the fork of the
road" and needed someone to confide in
and counsel with. I had served several years
as a "minister" of a local church (I use
quotes because I disagree with the idea that
only the preachers are ministers), but somehow I felt limited in my work with students
because I sensed that they regarded me as
in a separate world from themselves. They
listened to what I said, but somehow I felt
that my counsel carried less weight because
it was what, being their "minister," I was
expected to say.
I'm not sure that I've been more successful as a professor, but at least I am more
directly acquainted with the Christian student's problems, and I have found that I
can share those difficulties, as well as the
faith that solves them, much more naturally.
We have found that real sharing of faith
and problems among other Christians is a
source of new life. Nellie and I are blessed
during each school year by about twentyfive wonderful, bright-eyed students who
come to our home one night a week, just
for the purpose of such sharing. Their problems, for the most part, are the same as
those you write about . It seems to help all
of us to know that we are not alone in such
difficulties, and our faith, when shared, always looms larger than the difficulties.
Many of us are disturbed by the image
others have of the Church of Christ. If s
not that we are ashamed of the gospel or of
anything Christ would have us stand for; it's
just that the Church of Christ has come to
symbolize for many people a rather unSEPTEMBER,
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charitable , sectarian way of life. Whether or
not the reputation is deserved , the sensitive
Christian would rather be judged by his
own attitudes than by some organizational
image.
It has been helpful to us to realize that
our primary loyalty is to Christ and not to
the organization we call the Church of
Christ. To say this is not to make light of
our brethren or of God 's wisdom as reflected in the church. It is merely to recognize that the church as we know it is made
up of fallible human beings (like ourselves)
trying their best to follow Christ but capable
of mistakes in the attempt. As a part of the
church, it is our privilege to reflect the mind
of Christ (Philippians 2:5) to the world
about us. This is not the same as maintaining the image of the Church of Christ in a
given area; in fact, it may well run counter
to that on occasion. Perhaps if all of us
were more concerned with living simply for
Christ, rather than upholding an institutional image, the less admirable aspects of
that image would change .
All of this has implications for your questions about X and R movies and choice of
literature. I am confident that a vital, vibrant relationship with Christ is far stronger
than the corrupting power of certain movies
or novels. The Christian who is secure in
his faith is not forever fearful of contact
with a sinful world or with the art forms
which portray such a world. His taste certainly won't run after the usual X and R
movies, or "novels" like Candy (I've read
it too, and my reaction was precisely the
same-ugh!) , but he realizes that the real
world, to which he is to be Christ's ambassador , has its seamy side. To reject that side
without consideration is to reject a part of
the world for which Christ died . I agree
wi_th you that some of these movies teach
lessons. I will always remember the sadness
I felt in viewing Who's Afraid of Virginia
(73) 9

Woolf? How pitiable thos e characters in
their desperately futile search for happiness!
I think I have never seen the true plight
of man without Christ, without hop e and
meaning for life, more clearly than in that
film. I am not sure that it is good for everybody to see such movies , but I am convinced that it is possible for the Christian
to learn valuable lessons from them.
As an English professor , I occasionally
include on my students' reading lists books
which I'm sure would shock some of my
brethren . But we study such works for what
they teach us of life, and I've found it possible to stimulate profoundly insightful and
wholesome student reaction with a book
like The Grapes of Wrath. As a teacher or
director of high school plays, you will not
select works merely for their sensational display of immorality , even though the se might
guarantee good box-office. But you will be
concerned with effect. As a Christian , you
want to change the world, and this means
you will not always be satisfied with Arseni c
and Old Lace and Our Town. Your sense
of loyalty to Christ and concern for the
wholesome development of your students
will guide you in your selections.
Will you be misunderstood and criticiz ed?
Of course you will. Such is one of the mark s
of discipleship . Only be sure you do not
provoke needl ess misund erstanding and
criticism . If your commitment to Christ is
unquestioned , if the "swee tness and light"
of your own life is evident to all who know
you-your
judgment will generally be respected .
You should be able, with your concern
and insight , to do a great work in campu s
ministry. There are, as you recogniz e, scriptural restrictions on a wom an's work in the
church , with regard to public teaching and
preaching (1 Corinthians 14 : 34 ; 1 Timothy
2: 12), but within these bounds there is

much that you can do. I know of no scriptural reason for your not being support ed
by the church in such work. You know , it
is fairly apparent that ther e were deaconesses in the early church. How official their
position was, I'm not sure. Probably about
as official as th at of the "minister "; both
words mean the same thing , and the latter
is never used in any special or official sense
in the Bible , to my knowledge .
Your last para graph is especially heart ening to me. It indicat es that with all the
problem s you are still able to recogniz e and
appreciate your blessings. I think it is too
easy to for us to dwell on our problems
and discouragem ents to the point that we
become negative and cynic al, and nothing
is more foreign to the ideal Christian makeup than cynici sm. With all its flaws, the
Church of Christ (I speak of its hum an
side) has given us a rich heritage. We do
get "tired of being 'preached to' about baptism , faith without works, etc. ," especially
when there is so much about the Christian
life that we need to learn. But aren't we
fortun ate that there was enough emph asis
on baptism and ,active faith to lead us into
Christ?
I am thankful for much that I've received
in the Church of Christ. I long for the day
when we will have a less denomin ational ,
less sectarian concept of the church, a concept of the kingdom which will include all
who have been "born of the water and the
spirit." But I think we are moving in the
right direction , that the " restoration movement" is still in progres s. It is peopl e like
yourself, who are concern ed , and who can
sense the distance we have yet to go, th at
give me the greate st hope . God bless you ,
and may your tribe increase . Ju st keep your
eyes on Christ!

THOMAS

A. LANGFORD

THOMAS A. LANGFORD is a Professor of ·English and th e Assistant D ean of The Graduate School ,
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas.
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STUDENT UNREST

AND PUZZLED PARENTS
WILLIAM

ADRIAN

J

T HAS BECOME A CLICHE to talk about
the "new" student in American colleges and
universities. In discussions of student unrest
on the college campus, there is a tendency
to categorize all students in one particular
way. Depending upon an individual's point
of view, student unrest may be viewed as a
wholly negative phenomenon or it may be
pictured as a positive hope for correcting
the ills of our society. Both viewpoints are
naive and oversimplified . Any discussion of
today's college student and the problems of
student unrest will not fit all students or all
situations in higher education. However,
there are some common characteristics
which an increasing number of college students now share-questioning
of generally
accepted propositions, conflicts with current
societal values, vocal challenging of authority, and variance with parental values, to
name a few.
Indulged, petted, and uncontrolled at
home, allowed to trample upon all laws,
human and divine, at the (secondary)
school, . . . (the American student)

comes to college, but too often with an
undisciplined mind, an uncultivated heart,
yet with exalted ideas of personal dignity,
a scowling contempt for lawful authority
and wholesome restraint. How is he to be
controlled?
The professor who made the above statement might have been referring to the
American college student of 1970, but in
reality his perception of the problem was
identified in 1855. It would be possible to
assert that today's problems are no different
in kind than those experienced in previous
generations. To assume, however, that all
problems are the same or similar today to
those in previous generations is incorrect.
We are in a rapidly changing world and
many variables influencing students today
were not evident in previous generations.
For example, as a result of new communications media, our children see much more
of the world at an early age, and this is
accompanied by some of the stark realities
of life. It is easy when watching the activities of the United Nations in our living room

WILLIAM ADRIAN is the Special Assistant to the Chanc ellor of th e University of Denver, Denver,
Colorado . This article is adapted from an addre ss present ed by Dr. Adrian to th e parents of Lutheran
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to see human frailty and pride among the
world leaders of our day. Thus the image
of national leadership as noble , honest , fair
and above pettiness is demolished early in
life. The rapid changes of technology have
had a major influence on today's college
student. The feeling of being a pawn of a
completely mechanized society is a very real
fear on the part of some students. And , in
many instances, this fear is reinforced by
the lack of meaningful human interaction.
Due at least in part to the rapid changes
brought about by technology, a philosophy
has evolved which suggests that there is little certainty to any situation in life and that
the only certainty is change. Thus the idea
of stable or enduring values is continually
questioned by an increasing number of today 's students .

parental

influence

In considering our complex and rapidly
changing world , it is easy to forget that
some of the basic problems facing man have
not changed. An individual can hate his
wife as much while traveling in a jet at
500 mph as his counterpart in history who
might have traveled in a chariot. The recognition and internalization of values is an
age-old problem. Values are transmitted
from one generation to another, and current evidence reveals that parental influence
is as significant a factor in the development
of students today as it has ever been in
the past.
There is impressive evidence that such
background factors as parents' education ,
stability of the home, size of the family ,
reading material in the home , parents' interest , and parents' desires for their children
are still the most significant factors in shap-

ing the lives of children. Those who study
the behavior of children believe that most
behavior patterns are well established by
the age of eight. This does not mean that
children are oblivious to any other influence ,
but it does reflect a dominant influence by
the parents or whoever may be spending
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most of the time with the children. Research studies have continually reinforced
the significance of parental influence on students not only in elementary school years
but through high school and even into college. James Coleman 's lengthy study on
Equality of Educational Opportunity, for
example, indicates that student background
factors are dominant in the achievement of
elementary and secondary students . Several
books and studies on college students also
suggest that student background factors
determine to a much greater degree how
well a student will do in college or outside
of college than do any specific college or
university factors. Alexander Astin of the
American Council on · Education hc:s shown
that traditional notions of quality in colleges
and universities have less influence on students than do individual student background
factors prior to entering college. In other
words , the knowledge acquired, values internalized and ultimate success of individuals are much more dependent on what they
are when they enter college than on any
specific college they attend. The implications
of this research have given much concern
to educators who have always assumed that
quality institutions produce quality education and that poor institutions produce poor
education.
A recent book by William Wesley and
Nathan Epstein entitled The Silent Majority
relates home characteristics to emotional
health in children. Since emotional health
is a major factor in the school success of
children , the home influence can be easily
related to success in school. The authors
found that parents with warm and affectionate relationships tend to raise emotionally healthy children. The importance of a
balanced division of labor in the family is
also related to producing emotional health
in children. All of these findings suggest the
critical importance of the home influence in
the success of students. In a study conducted at Columbia University by David
Kaplovitz, Paul Ritterband , and Fred SherMISSION

row on the changes in religious beliefs and
attitudes of college students, it was found
that 13 percent of Jewish college students ,
12 percent of Protestant college students,
and 7 percent of Catholic college students
cast aside the religious bel> fs which they
are taught from childhood. There are two
interesting findings, however, which support
the importance of the home in influencing
religious attitudes and behavior : one-half of
those Jewish, Protestant, and Catholic students who apostatized returned to their
former religious orientation within four years
after graduation; secondly, students who
had poor relationships with parents were
four times as likely to apostatize as other
students.

a negative

response

...

If the home does have a major influence on
college students as most of the research
suggests, why is there seemingly a deeper
than normal schism between parents and
students as the students attempt to make
adjustments for their own independence?
Why is there an apparent increase in lack
of communication between parents and
children and why are more students rebelling against parents and parental values? In
a growing number of instances , parental influence stimulates a negative rather than a
positive response on the part of students.
Many students simply do not want to be
like their parents. While many students have
always wanted to be something different
occupationally , it appears there are a growing number of students who want to be
different in character - different persons
than their parents.
It is somewhat alarming that one-fourth
of all psychiatric clinic patients are now
adolescents . When viewing the adult world
surrounding the student , however, it is easy
to sympathize with his sense of frustration
and alienation . The contradictions , hypocrisy, pride , lack of concern , and lack of
purpose which abound in our society reflect
serious societal imbalances and deep spirSEPTEMBER,
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itual impoverishment. Lip service is given
to moral values and concern for mankind,
but the evidence shows that these values are
not internalized by our society. Last year
Americans spent 83 billion dollars for leisure time activities. While there is nothing
inherently immoral about spending money
for leisure activities, the question of priorities can legitimately be raised when poverty
and homeless children surround this affluence. The outlay for leisure is more than
the national defense budget including expenditures for the war in Vietnam.
In spite of our materialistic emphases and
the increasing attempts to indulge ourselves ,
to seek satisfaction through acquiring things,
and to search for happiness by getting
rather than giving, adults live an increasingly dull life. A recent Gallup poll found
that over half of the adults interviewed
found life "pretty routine and dull." A typical comment was that of the Dallas department store clerk who stated "I go to work,
then I go home-that's all there is to life."
The survey also found that the older the
person is the more apt he is to live a dull
life. There is no adventure , no zest for life
in many of our homes. Paul Tournier , a
noted psychiatrist in Geneva , argues that
adventure is an instinct common to man
that never disappears even though smothered
and repressed. Insightfully , Tournier makes
a distinction between imagined and real
adventures when he states , "Thete is not an
impresario in the world who does not strive
to exploit this hunger (for adventure) by
providing prefabricated adventures for those
who are bored and blase, but an adventure
that is bought is not quite the same as a
personal adventure on one's own." Students
can see through the veneer of synthetic and
pretended adventures which surround them .
There is adventure in growth , in nature ,
in service, and in searching for greater understanding in the beautiful and mysterious
world in which we live. For those who share
the Christian view of the meaning of life
there is no excuse for feeling that life is
[77) 13

routine or dull except to suggest that the
Christian message has never really penetrated the heart.

meaning of life
There is another very subtle influence in
our adult society which is closely related to
the lack of adventure among adults , and
this focuses on the traditional question of
the meaning of life. Much of western
society 's current theology , art, music, and
philosophy reflect a despair of the meaning
of life. Life is depicted as random. And by
definition of the term it is characterized by
complete hopelessness, lacking purpose or
direction. The fact that Samuel Beckett was
awarded the Nobel prize in literature in
1969 is reflective of this feeling of imprisonment in a world with no meaning. Beckett
is content to leave his followers in a complete state of hopelessness for this is apparently his view of life. There is a very
real difference between the assumption that
all truth and meaning can be acquired and
the assumption that there is no truth or
meaning except as an individual might
create it in his own mind . It seems our
society has moved from a reaction to the
former to an acceptance of the latter. Thus,
why seek truth or search for light if there is
no truth or light? Either learn to live in the
darkness or build your own imaginary
cocoon and forget about the real world.
Those who accept this view of the meaning
of life suggest that the sooner we accept
their proposition the sooner we can get on
with the task of living. I would contend,
however, that a search for meaning is inherent in life itself, and that this search is
especially critical to today 's college student.
In a recent study of college freshmen , it was
found that the objective mentioned most
often among students ( over 80 percent of
all freshmen) entering all types of colleges
and universities was "to develop a philosophy of life." Two implications are evident:
(I) lack of a coherent philosophy of life
among entering students , and (2) a need
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for meaning in life and a hope that it can
be found. The concern with various types
of mysticism among college students is another reflection of this search. The search
is evident in the slogans of activists and
alienated students : "I decree the state of
happiness," "Forbid all forbidding," "Culture is the inversion of life," "Reinvent life."
The same types of concerns are evident in
those college students who have serious
emotional problems. For example, some of
the following comments are identified in
student records of a university health clinic:
What is the purpose of existence?
What do I want out of life?
I have no Jong-range goals in life.
I am not doing anything worthwhile .
I am empty and rootless, without purpose.
I do not know what I am living for.
My religion has begun to seem meaningless.
I do not believe the dogma of my church.
I have given up my religious faith after a
psychological discussion .
It is at this point that serious objections
can be raised to an increasing phenomenon
in American higher education. Under the
guise of objectivity some educators are
knowingly or ignorantly destroying the
foundation on which higher education is
built. If the idea that there is no truth or
meaning becomes commonplace, higher education will become vulnerable to illegitimate
power, emotion, anti-rational and anti-intellectual struggles for group and ideological
dominance.

response

of Christian

parents

...

After considering a few of the background
problems of student unrest , it is natural to
raise the question : "What should be the
response of Christian parents to student
unrest?" If it were possible to summarize
the need in one sentence or within one concept, I would suggest that the greatest need
is for an informed and enlightened commitment to enduring moral and spiritual values ,
to Christian principles and the Christian
MISSION

view of the world. In spite of their rebellion
against society, most students are seriously
searching for meaning in life . Unfortunately,
the older generation , the parents of today
( and I would include many Christian parents) have neither communicated nor demonstrated a strong commitment to enduring
moral values . The Apostle Paul illustrated
the problem when he said, "If the bugle
gives an uncertain sound , who will get ready
for the battle?" Young people need leadership and guidance , but they cannot be expected to follow a generation that doesn 't
know where it is going. Our society is full
of people who are living examples of uncertain sounds and non-positions .
But you will notice that I qualified my
emphasis on commitment by stating that it
should be informed and enlightened . There
are those among us who are content to
solidify their prejudices and close their
minds under the pretense of commitment.
This only compounds the negative student
reaction . If we expect youth to drink from
running streams rather than stagnant pools ,
informed commitment must lead to positive
involvement in the serious issues facing students and mankind in general. Informed
commitment will concentrate on the needs
within the hearts of students rather than on
making them over into our own image. It
will distinguish between legitimate and
illegitimate student unrest. It will not oversimplify the problems, but will search
through the rhetoric for the real issues . It
will be sincerely humble in its search for
truth which gives meaning to the world and
hope for the future . It will be tolerant of
different viewpoints and patient with those
who do not understand it.
There are several myths about commitment which have tended to discourage
strong dedication to a specific purpose or
to a particular ideology . There is the myth
that those who do not fully live up to their
commitment are hypocrites. Some students
believe that those who preach morals and
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ethics are hypocrites , but if man is ever to
rise above his current position, his ideals
must be beyond his grasp.
The most important factor is not that
individuals do not fully attain their commitment but it is whether they are trying
to attain it. There is the myth that it is impossible to be tolerant and patient with
other viewpoints while at the same time
having a strong commitment. There is the
myth that it is impossible to be humble and
committed at the same time . There is the
myth that it is impossible to be open
minded and committed at the same time,
and there is the myth that it is impossible
to be sensitive to the needs of others and
committed to a point of view at the same
time. It is easy to see how myths like these
can become accepted as truth , because in
many inst ances those who claim commitment do not also have the qualities necessary for an informed and enlightened commitment . All of the above are myths , however , because it is a fact that everyone is
committed to something . Some people will
not reveal their commitment because of
fear or other personal reasons. Some may
be deceived into thinking they have no
commitment. Others may be deceived into
thinking they are committed to something
of real worth , while their actions reveal
they are committed to something completely
different. None of these alternatives is satisfactory for Christian parents.
The United State s Congress on Evangelism meeting in Minneapolis , Minnesota , in
September of last year , utilized as its theme
the words of Jesus , "To whom much is
given, much will be required." In practice,
this is a principle that has yet to be learned
by men. As we hav e obtained more , and
have more opportunities , we have tended
to grow soft physic ally, mentally , and spiritually. Ther e is a great need and a unique
opportunity for Christian parents to effectively influence , not only their own children,
but the shape and destiny of mankind.
In
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STOP CHASING VILLAINS
IN OAKHILL
DON KERN

A

CRY RISES from the Oakhill church:
"How can we get out of this mess?" Stop
seeking villains! There are none. Instead,
face the serious series of crises in Oakhill.
"The beginning of a cure must be the recognition of the disease. " 1
The Oakhill church faces a crisis of transition between a known culture that is dying
but has not gasped its last breath and an
unknown culture that struggles to be born
but hasn't taken shape yet. This nightmare
of confusion has triggered a crisis of
momentum among many of the Oakhill
members-an attitude of "work as we have
always done" until we can see where we
are headed; but this has created a crisis of
confidence among other members who
recognize that you can never hurdle an impossible chasm in two jumps but are still
willing to try it in one. This brought on the
crisis of a dying institution plus a communication crisis within the leadership---perpetrating a crisis of mission and motivation.
One member whose questions reveal an
almost cynical acceptance of the situation
cries out with one last question , "How can
we get out of this mess?" If he is serious ,
he will avoid the pitfall of making a fad of
"church renewal" as many are doing with

ecology today. Few want sacrifice. The
sentimental want instant solutions. The
toughminded know the answers will come
hard.

isolating

the disease

. . .

The Oakhill church will never "get out of
this mess" until it stops seeking villains. This
will only tend to cut off communication and
polarize the group . In this case the preacher
seems to be the number one villain. The
preacher seeks a villain too-"Personal
evangelism is necessary for salvation." In
overstating his case he naturally loses it.
Presto! He becomes a villain.
Those who look for villains simply have
not caught up with the kind of world we
live in. 2 Our Lord's church lives in " . . .
a period of transition between two eras in
which the total philosophical and cultural
foundations of our human experience inherited from the age past are being shaken
and shattered by the compounded explosive
tensions of the age present." 3 Vital questions begging for workable answers are
ignored in the crunch of those bogeyman
sterotypes-"liberal"
and "conservative.' '
Though I am not naive enough to think
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reactionaries and liberals do not exist in
the church , our real problem does not involve extreme oppressors. Instead of biblical
authority being threatened or being subjugated to the "powers that be," the main
body of the church finds itself in the predicament of being without a villain. I would
guess the majority of members, though
doctrinally sound, are too busy to take an
active part in the church. They are also
too busy to inform themselves as to what is
being said and done in the brotherhood. 4
Though a good case can be made for "affluence" as the villain for this predicament, I
feel we are overestimating it and are making it a scapegoat. When once we recognize
that part of the problem lies not all in
doctrinal villains but in rigidified customs ,
traditions and conceptions of what is
"proper procedure," 5 then we can proceed
with "church renewal." I am convinced that
most brethren want to be biblical, but they
also realize more and more that "proper
procedure " is not proper nor is it proceed -ing. To activate the complicity that is in us
all by seeking villains will not serve the
cause of Christ but will only serve to
polarize us. Let us learn " ... to keep the
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace"
(Ephesians 4: 3).

In the next few years one of the hardest
things to learn for the individual members
and the corporate body of Christ will be the
very nature of our modern complex society
as it presses in on us without identifiable
villains,6 and that part of what is really
wrong with us is in our own hearts and
minds. 7 Like the rest of society we have too
often been willing to sacrifice God 's will
with his values for humanity to other objectives. This is not "Phariseeism" but "Pharaohism ." This is not "Sadduceeism" but
"Sodomism."
Too often we have been sentimental and
called it toughmindedness. We continue to
fight the denominations when most of their
members could care less by drifting from
one denomination to another with remarkSEPTEMBER,
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able ease. 8 Too often we have been sentimental and called it compassion, thinking
the problems of tolerance, justice, equality,
civil rights, freedom and peace really have
simple answers. "Make love, not war" is the
cry.0 As the educational level of us all increases , it is simply incredible to think we
could answer so incredibly simple. 1 0

affecting

a cure ...

To renew the Oakhill church the membership must look for new challenges. Aging
institutions go to sleep when no new challenges are seen. 11 Making villains out of
obsolete challenges only sets up the situation of the "straw man ," and while we continue to talk to ourselves, the world moves
on. There is something nostalgic about the
"good old days," and people long for their
supposed simplicities, but a "Currier and
Ives" religion is a deadly rival of Christian ity. They cannot hear the master, "You
have heard it said .. . but I say unto you." 12
Since we are in a period of transition in
our environment, would it not be the part
of wisdom, if God wills, really to take the
time to see ourselves in our contemporary
society. Why not take the opportunity of
transition to rethink the same questions of
the restoration fathers , but in the light of
our own situation? I believe this will drive
us back to the scriptures for direction and
challenge. It is being called to our attention
that aging institutions do not have to die.
Historical evidence shows that after becoming rigidified, institutions can break out of
their rigidities. 1 3

a self-renewing

institution

...

Our anonymous member in Oakhill could
begin by encouraging the elders to take a
hard look at its program of work in the
light of the biblical ideal. Has not God
given us an adequate problem-solving
mechanism capable of continuous renewal,
change and responsiveness (see the choosing of the seven and the Corinthian con(81] 17
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tribution)? One of the features of a selfrenewing institution is that the program is
so ordered that each member has the chance
to act responsibly if he wants to. 14 In the
past we have spent enormous energy exhorting members to act responsibly but have
spent little time in our new age in designing
a program in which the members have an
available live option to act in a responsible
fashion. Nevertheless this is God's ideal
( see 1 Corinthians 12: 12-31 ) . It is obvious
the structure at the Oakhill church does not
have this feature of a self-renewing institution. Otherwise the sincere members would
be so busy in the Lord's work, they would
hardly have time to create villains.
Another feature of a self-renewing institution is multiple focuses of power .15 If
God designed the church with local autonomy and gave us the force to hold these
separate entities together (Agape), the
preacher and the elders at Oakhill could be
encouraged to explore God's church as a
self-renewing society, then isolate and put
in practice its features, and lead the way
for "church renewal" in the brotherhood.

learn "how" to study . . .
I would also like to suggest to our anonymous member to encourage Brother Shipdecker to study the Bible in the light of
our age of transition in at least these three
areas.
First since we are now in a better position than ever before to understand the
meaning of the Bible because of today's
exegetical tools, Brother Shipdecker could
be encouraged to use these tools and enrich
our hermeneutic principle of command,
example and necessary inference. 16 Stendahl
says, "Although basic values are as eternal
as the rocks, how to apply them isn't. Ifs
much trickier than Christians tend to
think. " 17 Instead of getting all "uptight "
thinking our hermeneutic principle is being
attacked, Brother Shipdecker could ask a
question something like this with great profit
to himself and thereby make Bible study
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exciting again for others: "How did the
New Testament writers really use the Old
Testament?" 16 He might just help us all to
communicate the gospel in our modern
world.
In the second place, since our educational
level is rising in an astronomical fashion,
Brother Shipdecker could help to develop
an effective apolgetic for our new situation
of " in-between living." 19 Instead of getting
all "uptight" thinking our traditional apologetic of proving God first, the inspiration of
the Bible second , and Jesus third is being
attacked, he could consider beginning with
Jesus first, since modern man is more apt
to seek God through a personal approach. 20
Starting with ourselves and Jesus might just
communicate the gospel in our precarious
age of transition.
Finally, since we are moving so swiftly
into a situation of the megalopolis, Brother
Shipdecker could be encouraged to help
discover a biblical program for the city .2 1
Instead of getting all "uptight" thinking
someone is trotting out the non-working
villain of the "social gospel," he could face
the fact that we are largely losing the great
urban centers to the gospel. We desperately
need a biblical program to communicate the
gospel in the "inner city."
If Brother Shipdecker would be willing
to engage in this type of study , just think
how "inspiring and uplifting" his preaching
and teaching would be? No longer would
the members always hear moralistic preaching without sufficient motivation. There
would be the sparkle of variety in his lessons. Along with the "oughtness" and "ifness" sermons there would also come the
ones with "isness.'' He would communicate
that God is alive! To the "what" of the
Bible he would add the "why" and the
"how.'' The members would be motivated
by the mercies of God (hesedh); and if they
would ever listen to him again, they would
no longer hear "You ought to study the
Bible" without hearing "why" and something of the "how.'' People are hungry to
MISSION

study the Bible in depth and really want
to know how. I agree with George Borden
when he wrote, "He must be able to tell
them something that is meaningful and
relevant to their immediate situation which
they cannot find out for themselves." 22
Of course , our anonymous member takes
the chance that Brother Shipdecker will
have no desire to study the Bible in the
light of today's complex situation. If this
occurs, all he can do is to remember to
treat him as a Christian .2 3 However , he
himself must never give up but continue to
look for members who would show an interest. But he must be careful not to polarize
the group by activating the complicity in
one's complacency. There are no shortcuts .
He needs to encourage others to face the
hard realities of our time by exploring how
the biblical drama can meet any new situation.
What has been suggested for "church renewal" will take much time and patience.
Consequently our anonymous member at
Oakhill must avoid the sentimental practice

of the instantaneous. He can pray that
others will not hold on to sentimental issues
of another day. He can also remember that
with God in control there is great hope
(Romans 11 :4). Even so there will be
many heartaches and the backbreaking work
of sacrifice. Perhaps the chasm can only be
overcome not by risking one or two jumps,
but by going down the precipice and climbing up the other side. It can be done when
we begin to take the scriptures seriously.
The prophets cried out and watched Israel
go the long road that led "down the drain"
because she broke her covenant in a willingness to sacrifice God's values to other
selfish objectives. May God help the Oakhill church to handle its crises.
Someone has said, "Threaten a man's
values severely enough, and he'll kill you
for it." 24 Well, at least he won't thank you
sometimes for trying to clarify the problem. 25 Have I become your villain, if I tell
you some hard but specific actions for trying
"to get out of this mess?"
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A REPLY

THE CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
AND POLITICS
F. W. MATTOX

CHARGES ANDIMPLICATIONS
of recent articles in· MISSIONleave all Christian colleges
under a cloud of suspicion. This is intended
to present clarification.
Many today who are victims of confused
thinking are following the lead of the "left
wing" ideologists. Perhaps without realizing
it, sensational-type journalists are undermining our efforts to perpetuate a free society.
There are powerful forces at work which
have clearly stated goals of destroying our
American freedoms. These forces use half
truths to confuse the issues. Some of our
brethren are now doing their work for them.
This is not intended to "answer" Dudley
Lynch in detail but rather to get at the
bottom of the matter so the reader can see
the reason behind the conduct Lynch calls
"political."

defense

of a principle

...

The Christian religion is based upon fundamental assumptions that also become "political issues" under certain conditions and in
the minds of some people. These are ideas
concerning the nature of man , the nature of
truth and the principles affecting human

relations in society, economics and government.
Look at three examples: 1 ) The Communists, many Socialists and materialists
contend that man is "matter in motion."
The Christian contends that man is a special creation of God and is immortal. The
Constitution of the United States is based
upon the concept of Franklin that "the God
who gave us life, gave us liberty at the same
time"; that freedom is therefore God-given
-not government-given and this God-given
freedom is guaranteed to the individual in
the Constitution.
When we defend the principle of man·s
spiritual nature, we are accused by many of
being involved in politics, for to them it is
our view of the nature of man which they
want to overthrow through political action.
To us it is not politics-it is defense of a
principle.
2) The Constitution of the United States
sets forth the basis for law and order. The
individual's personal , economic and political
freedoms are guaranteed by law under the
Constitution and are not subject to the
whims of another human being , as is the
case under all types of dictatorships. When

F. W. MATTOX is the President of Lubbock Chri stian College, Lubbock, Texas . His article is, in
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the Christian defends our system of Constitutional government , the "left wingers,"
"Black Panthers" and members of "Students
for a Democratic Society" and some of our
brethren cry out that we are "political activists." To them , the overthrow of our way
of life is their political goal. To us it is not
"politics" but the defense of a principle.
3) The Bible, in both Old Testament and
the New Testament, assumes that man as
an individual, in order to serve as a good
steward of earthly possession , to give as he
is prospered, etc., would own and control
land and other possessions through the system we call "private ownership of property ."
The system of "private ownership" has
served man well and is more in harmony
with Bible principles than any other economic system so far advanced by man .
When a Christian defends the principle
of private ownership , the "left wingers,"
"fellow travellers" and some of my brethren
accuse us of "political action." This , however, is not "politics. " This is defense of a
basic principle.

same as any other good citizen, but as individuals and not in an official college
capacity .
The Christian college assumes the role
of education. This includes the reexamination of all ideas. Each instructor has "academic freedom" to do this in his own way.
As Christians , we have divine guidance. In
searching for truth concerning nature we
use the latest methods of experimentation,
but we recognize that truth beyond nature
can come only through God's revelation ,
the Bible.
After the reexamination of ideas has been
made , the Christian teacher has a responsibility to pass his conclusions on to the
next generation. The Christian must take a
stand. He cannot accept situation ethics or
relativity of truth .
The Christian college, in like manner , as
a part of its reason-to-be , must advocate the
preservation of all basic truths . The uninformed , the sensation al journalist trying to
embarass the colleges, will call this "politics." I hope that thinking brethren will see
the difference.

what is politics?
Politics has to do with differences of opinion
in regard to how to conduct governmental
affairs within the system . Politics has to do
with which individual will do the work
within the system. These decisions are made
by the electorate through political parties,
campaigns and elections. Efforts to undermine or overthrow the American system of
government or economics is not "politics."
It should be called by its proper name"subversion."
The Christian college has no place in
politics. As far as I know, there has never
been any "political action" as a part of the
institutional purpose of any of our Christian
colleges. Should a Christian college in its
official capacity endorse candidates or a
political platform , it should be censored and
it would immediately lose its tax-exempt
status. Individuals who work in Christian
colleges should be active in "politics" the
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Lubbock

Christian College

Lubbock Christian College does not engage in "politics." On our Board of Trustees
and on our faculty, we have "liberal " Democrats and "conservative" Republicans , but
we are all united in our efforts to preserve
our system of government and economics.
This is the big issue. So many people fail
to recognize . that it is our form of government and our individual freedoms which
are at stake . If they could only realize how
serious this fight really is, they would quit
trying to embarrass us. If the radicals who
are working to change our system have
their way, our critics will also lose their
freedom of speech.
To make the position of Lubbock Christian College clear, I include the policy
statement which has guided our Americanism work from the beginning. This statement was adapted from one prepared by
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the Texas Bar Association. It does not include the aims and purposes of Lubbock
Christian College in regard to its spiritual
and academic goals, but it is in harmony
with them. I believe that each of our

STATEMENT

Christian colleges also holds these views.
We all are using our influence to preserve
a society and form of economy in which
Christians will be free to advance the kingdom.

OF

POLICY

LUBBOCKCHRISTIANCOLLEGEis dedicated to the preservation of freedom for the individual. Enjoying as we do the blessings of liberty under the Constitution of the United States,
we set forth this statement as the official policy of Lubbock Christian College. We invite
all who will work for the preservation of individual freedom and democratic government
to join in the ideological work necessary to preserve these principles.

Lubbock

Christian College believes

that:

I. It is the duty of every citizen , under the sovereignty of God , to render undivided allegiance to the Constitution of the United States , to work for its perpetuation, to respect
the sovereignty of the people's government , and to defend the nation against all its enemies
whomsoever.
2. It is the duty of every citizen of each generation to be familiar with the Constitution
of the United States and to be informed as to what rights and liberties are his, and to use
these rights in such manner as is consistent with his own welfare and the welfare of his
fellow citizens.
3. It is the duty of every citizen to defend the rights and liberties granted to him and
to his fellow citizens by the Constitution , to obey the laws of the land and aid in their enforcement, and to oppose vigorously any persons whose intention is to transgress the law
or to oppress the rights of others .
4. It is the duty of every citizen to make honest, wise and courageous use of the free
and secret ballot at every election; to exercise freedom of thought , speech, and worship;
to protect the freedom of the press; to safeguard the right of trial by jury and to perform
all other acts conducive to the perpetuation of the rights set forth in the Constitution.
5. It is the duty of every citizen to be active in the political party of his choice , and to
support the public officers, to render all possible aid to them , and to serve in public office
by appointment or election when qualified and when called upon to do so. It shall be his
duty to strive for the selection of public officers of ability and upright character; and when
holding public office, to serve in such manner as will subordinate private or minority interests to those of the people at large.
6. It is necessary to preserve the spirit of honest controversy through a two party system, and that the party out of power should serve as a "loyal opposition" to restrain and
refine the legislation of the party in power.
7. Since a wise and enlightened populace is necessary for self-government , it is the duty
of every citizen to achieve the highest practicable level of education , and to work for the
advancement of education by supporting and improving private as well as public schools
and by fostering the desire for education among his fellow citizens.
8. It is the duty of every citizen at all times to be informed concerning every threat to
liberty and to instruct his children in the principles of freedom and to spread the ideals of
22 (86)
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democratic government at home and abroad .
9. It is the duty of every citizen to defend the rights to buy and sell, to own land and
other prop erty, to engage in commerc e, and to work and earn a living wage, as a fundamental guarantee of the freedom and welfare of the nation .
10. It is the duty of every citizen to understand that all philanthropy , support of nonprofit institutions and all taxes must come from one's productivity; accordingly each citizen must, after trusting God 's grace, preserve an attitude of self-reliance, and use all legitimate means to achieve financial independence and security ; to practice thrift and economy
in his own affairs and to require the same of local, state and federal government.
m

An Explanation
MrssION extends apologies to our reade rs for (a)
th e delay in th e ap pea rance of thi s issue, and
( b) the absence of th e p revio usly announced
a rticle by Dr. Geo rge S. Benson in rep ly to Du dley Lynch . As thi s issue was ab out to go to pr ess,
Dr . Benson chose to with draw his article .
\,Ve reg ret th at you, th e reader, can not b e informed by Dr. Benson's viewp oin ts. Before the
Lynch articl e ap pea red in th e April issue of MISSION, th e E dit or extend ed an invitation to Dr.
Clifton Ganu s, Presiden t of H ardin g College, to
supply a reply. Dr. Ganu s ind icated th at Dr . Ben son would reply, and in Jun e Dr. Benson submitt ed his article.
In thi s arti cle, Dr . Benson charged that Dudl ey
Lynch 's article was marked by untruth s, out- ofcont ext sta tements, ugly adject ives, quotations
from unr eliab le sources and improp er impli ca tions. He desc ribed th e Lynch article as an "attack" on him and Hard ing College . He raised th e
question of wheth er MISSION was laun chin g "a
broad att ack up on conservatism and an att empt
to lib eralize th e chur ch ." It was th e int ent of
M1ss 10N to publi sh Dr. Benson's article with out
ed itin g and with out rebuttl e. Du dley Lynch , F ea ture Ed itor of M1ss10N, was pr epared to write a
rebuttl e, replying to p arti cular criti cisms offered
by Dr. Benson . But th e E dit or dec ided to let Dr.
Benson's reply stand alone on its own meritwith only an editorial not e whi ch would ha ve
sta ted th at Lynch's articl e was not int ende d as
an "at tack" on D r. Benson , Hardin g College or
th e Na tional E du ca tion Program. W e hope d th at
th e rea ders would comp are Lynch's original
article and Dr. Benson's reply, and th en ju dge
for th emselves.
However, in August Dr. Benson receive d a
copy of a manu script from someone who was also
intendin g to reply to th e original Lynch articl e.
T his manuscript had not b een acce pt ed for pub lication in M1ssION; in fact , th e E dit or has not
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seen th e manu scrip t which Dr . Benson had received. But he was led to believe th at "thi s appa rently is plann ed as a long, d rawn out affair."
He info rmed M1ss10N th at unl ess we would guarantee th at nothin g more would be publi shed on
th is subject, th en his article was "not to be used. "
Dr. Benson furth er indi cated th at he believed
th at Dudl ey Lynch "was evidently inspir ed by
some out side sour ces wh o felt th ey h ad an axe
to grind" and th at he, Dr. Benson, "was being
used eith er as a beg innin g of a fight aga inst th e
conservatives or to build -up sub script ions for your
pape r, or both. "
Th ese allega tions are absur d, but we we re not
able to re-assur e Dr. Benson th at all we we re
int erested in was an open and fa ir discuss ion of
issues involved in th e cont emp ora ry Ch ristian
mission.
For th e record , Miss10 is not directed by any
"out side sour ces" wheth er of th e left or of the
right -o r of th e cent er. We resisted considera ble
out side pressure not to publi sh th e original
Lynch fea tur e. And we will not be pr essur ed int o
a comm itm ent not to print furth er articl es on a
given subj ect. We reserve our right to make our
own dec isions, in th e American trad ition of F reedom of th e Press.
M1ss10N is not beginnin g a fight aga inst conservatives. We will publi sh articl es whi ch are
critical of conservatives; we will also publi sh articles which are critical of libera ls, radicals, Hippies, Yippi es, SD S, W CC , et al. We h ave, in fa ct,
publi shed both types of criticism. H oweve r, M1ss1ON as a journ al is not de dicate d to fightin g anyone, except th e D evil himself.
M1ssION would like to build up sub scripti om,
but we doubt th at Dr. Benson's arti cle with it s
sharp criticism of M1ss 10N would b oost our circulation . As a non-pro fit corporation, we h ave no
money to ga in by sub scripti ons. W e desire our
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circulation to grow only if MrssION is servin g
some useful purpo se. W e choose articles to be
publi shed on th e basi s of th eir usefulne ss ( in accordance with our Editorial Policy), not on th e
basis th at th ey will boo st circulation.
Since Dr. Benson has chosen not to allow his
articl e to be publi shed, we recomm end th at our
readers seek his point of view by contacting th e

NEP and req uest th eir regu lar Newsletter. Th e
addr ess is:
Na tion al Education Progr am
American Herita ge Cent er
H arding College Campu s
900 East Cent er Avenu e
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
-RBW

REPORTS
Is There a Christian Style
of Life for our Age?
WASTHE QUESTION
addressed to participants from various Believers' Churches
[see MISSION,September , 1967, p. 34) 1 at
a conference hosted by Chicago Theological
Seminary, June 29-July 2. Those accepting
invitations came from new underground
churches which find their forms of religious
life bearing striking resemblances to the
historic Believers' Churches (including a
representative of a "free church" ministering to dope addicts and of "the movement"
in Roman Catholicism), from traditional
churches of radical Protestantism ( Mennonite, Brethren , and Quaker) , and from "free
churches" which now find themselves "established churches " in many communities
(Baptists, Methodists).
The agenda covered ( 1) The Marks of a
Disciplined Church , (2) Conflict and Consensus Within the Congregation , and (3)
Tension and Reconciliation in a Split
Society. I summarize here some of the sig-

THIS

1

nificant points made and questions raised.
( 1) Discipline is not non-essential, but is
a way of life for a committed church. When
a movement is alive, the life is its own discipline. The group does not have to set up
structures to cast persons out; those who
do not accept the life style do not hang
around long. A gathered community exists
because all share the same Spirit and the
same commitment ( not because they are all
of the same race or same background) .
The structures of discipline must grow
out of the community. Discipline assumes
that the members have committed themselves to community. When they know one
another well, having a loving community ,
and trust one another , then there can be a
creative , redemptive discipline . Where it is
creative, ·discipline is joyful thing. Christians must demonstrate what it means to be
Christ-like as well as to be unworldly .
Christians must be separated from the

Th e pap ers from th e confer ence th ere report ed, edited by James Leo Garrett , Th e Concept of the
Believer's Church , hav e b een published by Herald Press.
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world. A benevolent State is no less threatening to the separated Christian life than
an oppressive State. Complete consistency
is perhaps impossible in this world. Therefore, the Christian accepts some costly disciplines which are symbolic, but meaningful,
as a witness against the world and a witness
to God's truth. At the same time he confesses his own inconsistencies and avoids
self-righteousness.
The state of discipline in all too many
churches may be characterized as either
"legalism" or "flabbiness." How may discipline be kept a constitutive part of the
church's life without its being rigid and
serving to maintain the dead hand of the
past? How does one transmit a faith without resorting to rational verbalisms?
(2) The Conference heard a plea for the
acceptance of "conflict" as a necessary part
of life. Since conflict situations cannot be
avoided (belonging to man's finitude and
sin), then the psychology of conflict should
be studied so that it can be used constructively. If a group learns to handle conflict
naturally, it can prevent a cleavage. If a
group has a real sense of community, is
agreed on ends , and its members want to
stay together, then serious conflicts can be
resolved. In all interpersonal relations we
must be prepared for conflict. Hence , a
group needs constantly to reinforce its unifying factors. It should have procedures and
structures for dealing with conflict and seek
to resolve conflicts early.
In the local church unanimity is the ideal.
The congregational meeting should be taken
seriously; it is as religious as the Sunday
worship service. Unprogrammed meetings ,
"thrashing sessions," can explore areas of
disagreement. These are different from the
decision making meetings . Voting is not
desirable in congregational meetings; it is
better to seek the Quaker "sense of the
meeting ." When disagreements become
heated, it is time for a period of quiet
before resuming the discussion .
The church has some unique resources
for handling conflict and achieving concenSEPTEMBER,
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sus ; the power of God and the Holy Spirit.
When there is a conflict over alternatives,
often a "third" way emerges from the group
discussion. The Christian also has a unique
approach: the self-sacrifice of " rights" or
viewpoint for the sake of the group.
Many issues which appear to be "core"
issues for a group prove in time to be
"shell" issues. "Core " issues will change
from one geneartion to another. The real
"core" is what makes the group what it is.
The need for continual "Restoration " is a
safety valve permitting expression of what
is essential to a new generation .
(3) Every generation must start over to
be the New Testament church. It does not
have to build the Kingdom of God; it has
to preach the truth. "We are not called to
make a sick world well but to act well."
The church is to be a reconciling witness
to the world. It affects society indirectly by
its own life style. It creates a fellowship
which shatters society 's categories.
Society requires you to accept as your
enemies those who are its enemies. Society's
"law and order" is its own version of systematized disorder. The liberal has had a
prudential strategy; the conservative has
limited his witness to the individual's sins.
The liberal has distorted the Biblical witness, and the conserv ative has prevented it.
The Christian is a prophet and a peacemaker. His efforts to redress wrongs will
alienate some but will pull others to more
humane action. In the small gathered community there is resolved the antithesis of
the individual and society.
Christian love undercuts hate and the
structures of hate , without resorting to the
methods of hate. Most revolutions have
failed and the oppressed have become oppressors because the revolutionaries failed
to love the enemy. The "enemy " is the
more deeply buried brother . The Christian
thinks not of "Who is the enemy?" but
"What is the enemy?" We must not
"demonize" the enemy, but exorcise the
evil in order to reclaim the person.
The Christian is called to a way of life
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more radical than violence. Violence is not
radical enough in righting wrongs, because
it does not get at the root of the problem .
There are many other forms of violence
in our society than physical violence. Does
the Christian have any other approach than
that of moral suasion? Is there a non-violent
use of power open to him? Between passivity and physical violence, is there nonviolent conflict available to the Christian
in attaining his goals? May he be active or
is only "loving resistance" to be his stance
against injustice?

some

reflection

The radical religious developments of the
last decade threaten to by-pass the ecumenical movement. For many young people the
ecumenical movement seems to be so many
institutional corporation mergers , and true
ecumenism is found in new groups with
common causes.
The Disciples of Christ showed no enthusiasm for the Chicago meeting and had
only one representative to put in a token
appearance. Their involvement with the
traditional Protestant denominations in the
Consultation on Church Union (now to
become the Church of Christ Uniting) has
apparently cut their ties with the Believers'
Church heritage.
There is much about the religious fer-

ment in which all the old categories are
breaking down and all types of religious
expression are being experimented with
which reminds one of the sixteenth century.
The Churches of Christ should seize the
opportunities of the present and become involved with the religious quest of today. We
need to recognize who is authentic in our
heritage and not identify with the status
quo in church and society.
There is evidence that economic compromise precedes theological compromise.
The point needs further study, but , if this
is so, the great danger to the church is not
from the thinkers on the "left" who call for
renewal but from the great body of "cultural Christians." The danger comes (to
take random examples) from an English
Department without a philosophy of Christian education, a Psychology Department
without a Christian view of man, from
elders who have accommodated to the economic and political life of our society.
Many are now living a radical discipleship that puts most of us to shame: e.g. the
young persons who live on the equivalent
of a welfare meal and put the money into
helping others.
"Is there a Christian style of life for our
age?" The question is disturbing. The answer may be even more so.
EVERETT

FERGUSON

The more it changes, the more it remains the same.
French Proverb
All change is not growth; as all movement is not forward.

Ellen Glasgow
It's a long road that has no turning.
English Proverb
Some things, of course , you can't change. Pretending that you have is like painting stripes
on a horse and hollering "Zebra!"
Eddie Cantor, The Way I See It
Change lays not her hand upon truth.
A. C. Swinburne, Poems
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REVIEWS
After Vatican II, with

ll

smile

Th e Roman Catholic Church , by John L. McKenzie, S. J. ( New York: Holt , Rinehart and
Win ston , 1969 ). xiv + 288 pp . paper.
John L. McKenzie is a Roman Catholi c pri est, a
profe ssor of theology at th e University of Notre
Dame and a world-famou s bibli cal scholar . He is
also a delightfull y witty person . A non-C ath olic
does not norm ally expect a book about the Roman
Catholi c Chur ch to be humorou s. Thi s one often
is. Th e hum or arises from McKenzie's abilit y to
look at the foibles and failin gs of his chur ch with
a smile.
Thu s, for exampl e, he admit s th at the Roman
pra ctice of infant bapti sm might easily be und erstood (m isund erstood? ) as "brainw ashin g" ( p.
137 ). He relates the story of an entir e ordin ation
class which was "re-ordinat ed" beca use th e bishop
failed to make one of the ritu al gestur es ( p. 130 ).
He refer s to th ose who want to return to Latin in
the litur gy so th at it will be univ ersal, "more or
less assertin g th at it was equall y unint elligible to
the lait y wheth er they att end ed Mass in New
York or in Tokyo." Oth ers want th e litur gy in
Latin to preserve th e element of mystery-whi ch ,
McKenzie observes, put s th e mystery of th e Mass
"on the same level of mystery as a timetable on
th e German railw ays" ( p . 133). Oth er examples
are legion.
But , of cour se, McKenzie's object is a serious
one : to describe the Roman Cath olic Chur chits stru ctur e, worship, beliefs and work s. It is a
post-Vatican II book, which means th at it reflects
the spirit of renewal at work in th e Roman communit y. Th e non-C atholic can learn mu ch about
the natur e of th e Roman Catholi c Chur ch from
thi s book. He may also be surpri sed to find how
seriously and importantl y McKenzie rega rds th e
biblic al material in the renewal of his chur.ch.
-RBW

An Abandoned

Dream?

Th e Hazard of the Die by Jam es R. Wilburn
(Austin: Swee t Publi shing Co., 1969 ), 288
pp ., $4.95, cloth.
On e of th e trea sured volum es in my libra ry is a
bound edition of the Christian Review, for th e
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years 1844-46. In its pages are preserved man y
art!cles and travel report s of Tolb ert Fanning, the
editor . I was born exactly nin ety-eight yea rs to
the day after he was. He entered th e world as
the restoration movem ent wa s being launch ed in
an aura of hop e. I came as its fragm ent ation was
being made public . Th e history of th e century
between is a stirrin g saga, the drama of whi ch is
unfold ed in Th e Hazard of the Die.
Tolb ert Fanning was an independ ent produ ct
of our pion eer cultur e. Tow erin g six inches above
six feet , he disdained th e warning of his friend s
th at he could never make a preacher and went
on to become one of the most influenti al proclaimers in th e Southl and. Mixing a love for hard
work and stud y with an eq ual love for blood ed
horses, foxhound s and count y fair s, he wa s often
an educ ator , editor and agriculturi st at th e same
tim e.
He has help ed imm easurabl y by being allowed
to travel two yea rs with Alexand er Campb ell and
by his stay in the Campb ell home at Bethany. He
was also fortun ate in marryin g Ch arlotte F all,
wh o could teach Hebr ew , Greek, Latin , Fr ench
and German.
In his book , th e reader can trace events leadin g
up to th e Civil W ar and sense th e probl ems
created by human slavery when memb ers of th e
Chur ch of Chri st sold their own br ethr en in th e
Lord , separating th em from their famili es. Too,
there is preserved th e ea rly attitud e towa rd reb apti sm, the work of the Spirit , fellowship , instrum ent al mu sic, and Masonry , of th ose who believed th ere were Chri stians in the sects and spoke
of memb ers of Bapti st Chur ches as their br ethr en
in Chri st.
I found intri guin g th e story of Jesse B. Fer guson, who left th e work in Nashvill e a shambl es
aft er turning to Spiritu alism and comin g und er
the gun s of Alexand er Campb ell. It was in reac tion to thi s that David Lip scomb considered going
_to the Baptist Chur ch. Th e rise of th e mi ssionary
society-and the see-sawin g b ack and forth on the
issues it raised of such men as J . W. McGarv ey,
Benjamin Franklin , and Tolb ert Fannin g-i s well
told .
Fannin g and Lip scomb began printing the
Gospel Ad vocate in Jul y, 1855, as a journ al in
which both sides of controv ersies could be read .
Extreme fairn ess was always shown to th e oppo sition . On e of the most out standin g of such dis-
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cussions was between Fanning and Robert Richardson on the nature and work of the Holy Spirit.
It was in conjunction with thi s dialogue th at
Fanning mad e his last visit to "the Sage of
Bethan y" and found him senile and forg etful.
Selina Campb ell would not even allow anyone to
talk to Alexand er un less she was present in the
room to prompt him in his failing memory.
The Hazard of th e Di e bring s hom e to me once
more how tragically we hav e suffered from th e
loss of firm but ecumenical spirits which graced
the restoration movement of yesteryear. Our own
crystallizing and sectarianizing of a once glorious
plea becomes evident to the perceptiv e student.
If Fanning were to return in our da y he would
probab ly be barr ed from most of our pulpit s. His
articles would no longer be welcome in most of
our journals . Wh en his generation faded into the
gray mists they took with them the dream that
gave meaning to the movement , and left us to
batt le with each other over the corpse.
-W. Carl Ketcherside
W . Carl Ketcherside is an author, eva ngelist and
editor of Mission Messenger , published in St .
Loui s, Missouri.

Boo ks received
DON'T SLEEP THROUGH THE REVOLUTION
by Paul S. Rees (Waco, Texas: Word Book
Publi shers, 1969) , 139 pp. , $2.95, hardbound .
CHRIST THE CONTROVERSIALIST
by John
R. W. Stott ( Downers Grove, Ill.: Int er-Var sity
Press, 1970), 214 pp., $2.50, paper.

PARENTS ON TRIAL by David Wilkerson (Old
Tappan, N.J.: Fleming H . Revell Co ., spir e ed.
1970 ), 174 pp ., $.75, pap er.
PRAYERS FOR PARENTS
WHO CARE bv
John Lewis Sandlin (Old Tappan , N.J.: Fle~ing H . Revell Co., 1970), 128 pp., $2.95, hardbound .
HOLY LAUGHTER by M. Conrad Hyers ( New
York: Seabury Press, 1969), 264 pp., $6.95,
hardbound .
THE SILENCE OF GOD by Arthur Gibson
(New York: Harper & Row, 1969), 171 pp .,
$5.95, hardbound; $2.25, paper.
THINKABLES : Meditations for Peop le Who
Mean It by James C. Hefley ( Old Tappan ,
N.J.: Fleming H . Revell Co., 1970) , 158 pp .,
$3.95, hardbound.
TONGUES: TO SPEAK OR NOT TO SPEAK
by Don ald W. Burdick ( Chi cago: Moody Press,
1969) , 94 pp. , $.95; pap er.
THE DYNAMICS OF CONFESS10N by George
William Bowman III (Richmond, Va.: John
Knox Press, 1969), 125 pp., $3.50, hardbound .
LANGUAGE AND CONCEPTS IN CHRISTIAN
EDUCATION by William B. Williamson ( Philadelphi a: Westminister Press, 1970), 173 pp .,
$6.50, hardbound.
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IT'S A PLAYBOY
WORLD
by William S.
Banowsky ( New Jersey: Fleming H . Revell Co.,
1969), 128 pp., $3.50, hardbound.
THE DRUG USERS by W. E. Wilder Smith
(Wheaton, Ill. : Harold Shaw Publish ers, 1969) ,
294 pp ., $5.95, hardbound.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING
TO MADISON
AVENUE by Ray Hutchinson (N ew York: The
Bruce Co., 1969) , 161 pp., $4.95, hardbound.
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Balaarn's

Friend

GARY FREEMAN

From Rib to Lib, With Love
The most virtuous person I know is my wife. Of
course, I will confess it, I keep bad company.
With the kind of comp any I keep-pr eachers,
deacons, edu cators, assorted church memb ers-o ne
could not really expect to be inund ated with virtuous persons. Virtue doesn't consort with just
anybody.
And that' s why my wife is so special. My wife
ha s virtues that are so virtuous they' re very nea rly
vices. For instance, she is genero us to a point of
makin g us always impecunious. She is deferential
far beyond norm al religious speci fication s. Also,
she's a better cook th an Betty Crocker and a
better moth er than Mrs. Hubb ard .
But her most end eari ng trait of all, at least from
my point of view, is her wifely charms. She never
wakes me in th e mornin gs until th e kid s are off
for school , she irons my und erwea r, she brin gs
me coffee when I'm studyin g, and she ag rees with
my politic s. Except for the unm ention ables, th at
about covers th e subject of wifely charms.
On e day last month, August 26th to be exact,
I staggered out of bed at 9:00 a.m. an d felt along
th e walls until I found the kitch en. I rememb ered
it, with difficult y. A few second s later I found
myself staring into a plat e that star ed ba ck with
two large eyes and wavy, brown eyebrow s. Th ere
was a miniatur e tow er standing to th e left of the
plate and I could see that the tow er was full of
a steaming black liquid. I picked up the tow er
in my hand and sipp ed th e hot , black lav a-like
substance. Not bad. A few more sips and I began
to mak e out oth er objects in th e room: th e Los
Angeles Tim es, which was spr ead out on th e
table ; a salt shaker and pepp er mill, which stood'
tall and aristo cratic in the middl e of breakfast
dishes; and a human figure which slouched at
th e sink and th en turned to look at me with much
the same vacant expression that stared up from
my plat e.
"Ea t your eggs and bacon," the figure said . I
thou ght I recogn ized th e voice. My wife, I guessed to myself. I was relieved . I loath e havin g
br eakfast with strang ers.
I picked up th e sport s section of th e Tim es and
tried to make out th e words. Somethin g was
wrong. Th ey had print ed th e Tim es in Chin ese
again. "Hon, I don't see my orang e juic e."
SEPTEMBER,
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"You don 't?" asked the voice at th e sink.
"No, doll. Pour me a small glass, darling. You
know I like to quaff a glass of orange juice with
my eggs."
"Get your own, Pig," said the voice at the sink.
For a split second I thou ght the voice at the
sink, which was almost certainly my wife's voice,
had obscenely refused to get my orange juice.
"W hat was that, love?" I asked.
"I said, I'll get you one th at's big ," she said.
I heard the refrigera tor door open. As I took
my first bit e of egg, I was positive th at my plat e
winked at me.
The littl e woman walked over to th e tabl e and
stood behind me. "Where do you wa nt it? ," she
asked .
"W hatt aya mean, 'where do I want it?' Wh ere
do you think I want it?" I was comin g out of my
comatose stat e an d into my normal mood of unaffected tru culence.
"Let me guess," said my wife pleasantly, whereup on she poured the whole pitcher of orange juice
over my hea d. Th e sticky, cold sub stance matted
my hair, slopp ed my face and ea rs, and oozed
down · inside the open neck of my robe . "Th ere,"
she said, "that's your vitamin C for toda y."
I jump ed to my feet, thoroughl y awake and
orange with rage . "W hat th e blazes do you mean
pouring orange juice all over me?!" Though I was
furious to th e point of entertaining a homicidal
impul se, I was at th e same tim e pleased to tak e
mental not e th at I was asking a really very ration al kind of question .
In th e most insouciant mann er my wife sat
down at the tabl e, leaned back in the chair, put
her feet up on th e tab le, and lit up a cigar. ''I've
been mea ning to tell you," she said, " that thr ee
month s ago I joined the Women's Lib eration
Movemen t. I'm secretary of th e local chap ter, as
a matt er of fact. Tod ay is a big day for women.
We're on strike. No lun ch, no dinner, no conju gal
affection ."
"N o lunch and no dinn er!" I bellowed like a
wounded anim al. "Doll, what have I don e to deserve thi s? In sixteen yea rs of marria ge I'v e always
trea ted you like a queen!"
She took a puff on th e ciga r. "A queen? Yeah,
th at' s right. You've treated me like a queen .
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You've played Henry VIII to my Catherine of
Aragon, you male chauvinist pig."
I was at the sink scrubbing my face and trying
to get orange juice out of my ears.
"Another thing, " continued the littl e woman.
"We're picketing the church this Sunday ."
"Picketing the church! You can't do th at, doll.
I'm the minister of the church, for heaven's sake .
Why would you want to pick et the church?!"
She puffed thoughtfully on the cigar, and I
thought for a moment that th e combination of
acrid cigar smoke and orange juic e fumes was
going to make me sick. "How many apostles were
there?" she asked .
I hat e questions like that, but I took a chance.
"Twelve?"
" How many were women?''

"I refuse to answer. This whole line of reasoning is ludicrous."
"Mayb e. How many memb ers are there in th e
Trinity ."
"Look, if you're suggesting - - "
'Tm not suggesting anything. I'm telling you.
We can't do anything about the apostles or th e
Trinity, but we're insisting that the church drop
all but two of the books of the Bible from the
canon."

"All but two?! Which two? "
"Es ther and Ruth ," she replied .
It w:.s the craziest thing I'd ever heard. They
won't get away with a scheme like that, I said
to myself, as I pour ed her a cup of coffee and
bega n cleaning up the kitchen .
In
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FORUM
Unaffected
Dear sir:
It is enlight ening, in reflecting on the crisis into
which our nation has be en plung ed during the
past few weeks, to realize that our Christian
colleges hav e be en larg ely unaffect ed by the dissent which has characterized many college campus es. I think it is an indication of the church's
true strength that in an age of turmoil, calm is
dominant among our people . The church has
never flown its true colors more strikingly.
Warren Best
Grove City, Ohio

A disappointment
Dear sir:
MISSION has been quite a disappointment
to me
as a subscriber expecting depth study of various
Bible related topics and a variety of views on
major "religious" questions. . . . Howeve r, every
tim e I pick up a copy of MrssION all I find is
articles on racial problems , student violenc e and
the faults of the churches of Chri st. Are the racial
probl em and student violenc e our only mod em
problems? Do the churches of Christ have no
good points?
. . . My local newspa pers carry enough information on racial problems and student violence, and
my friends supply enough criticism of the
churches of Christ.
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I am not a racist.
I am college age-23.
I am opposed to tradionalism and narrow mindedness.
However, in my book, these are not th e only
things needing discussion.
W. A. McCormick
Prentiss , Mississippi

Gnostic

drivel

Dear sir:
I have complained that MISSIO
N does not grapple
with the basic issues of life . I say now that you
don't even know what they are, after reviewing
"The Case for the Black Revolution " ( the article
is pur e, gnostic drivel) [see MISSION,July, 1970) .
Please, plea.se cancel my subscription.
Elroy Strickland
Murrysville, Pennsylvania

EDITORIAL NOTE: To describe Mr. Wells' article as "gnostic" is a strange use of the term. It
M1ss10N Forum is devoted to comments from
those whose insights on various matters differ.
Letters submitted for publication must bear
the full name and address of the writer . Letters under 300 words will be given preference .
All letters are subject to condensation. Address
your letters to Th e Editor, MISSION
, 5430 Ariel
Street, Hou ston, Texas 77035.
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WALTER E. BURCH, Elmont , L.I., N.Y.
RAY F . CHESTER, Austin, Te x.
HAL L. CURRY, Dallas, T ex.
DWAIN EvANs, W est Islip, L.I., N.Y.
EVERETI' FERGUSON, Abil ene, Tex.
ANDREW J. HAIRSTON, Atlant a, Ga.
BOBBIELEE HOLLEY,H ouston, Tex.
HUBERT G. LOCKE, D etroit , Mich .
JACK L. MACKEY, Amarillo , Tex.
ABRAHAM J. MALHERBE, Beth any, Conn .
DoN H . Mc GAUGHEY, Torr ance, Calif.

was the Gnostics of the second century who cared
nothing about the "mu ndane issues of life"which is, I think , quit e th e oppos ite of Mr. W ells'
concern.-RBW

Best wishes
Dea r sir :
Concernin g Dr . Att ebe rry's lett er in M1ss10N
[Forum, July, 1970) I observe: First, Att eberry
did say truth was absolut e, but he also said it
was un att ainable by man ; th erefore, all of our
knowled ge is ten tative.
Second, obviously I do not cla im a more pr ofound grasp of truth th an did Paul.
Th ird, 1 Corinthi ans 13 : 12 does n ot teach th at
Paul "a dmitt ed fr eely th e tent ative natur e of his
knowledge . .. " Th e part he knew, he knew, and
th ere was nothi ng tent ative ab out it. Thi s is very
clea r with out going into a discussion of wheth er,
as I think it is, 1 Corinthi ans 13: 12 cont rasts th e
tim e of th e partial and incompl ete revelation with
th at of the full revelation on ea rth .
Fourlh, I acce pt Hebr ews 11 : 1 and also Jesus'
statement th at ye shall kn ow th e truth and th e
truth shall make you free (J ohn 8: 32 ).
Fifth , alth ough I th ink I know wh at he mean s,
I wish Dr . Att eberry would spell out in some detail wh at he mea nt b y cont end ing for one's faith
non- apologetically. It is right for us to make an

NEXT

MONTH
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OF MISSION
ARTHUR L . MILEY, La Jolla, Calif ., Vic e-Pres.
THOMASH . OLBRICHT,Abilene , Tex .
RoY F . OsBORNE, Oakland, Calif.
FRANK PACK, Culv er City , Calif .
GLENN PADEN, JR., Smithtown , L.I ., N .Y.
J. W . ROBER
TS, Abil ene, Tex.
DONALD R. SIME, Los Angel es, Calif .
CARL H. STEM, Lub boc k, Tex., Sec.-T reas.
D AVID STEWART, Athens, Ohio , Pres.
M. I. SuMMERLIN, Port Arthur , T ex.
Rov BowEN W ARD, H ouston, Tex.

ap ology for , or reasoned defense of, our h ope ( 1
Peter 3 :15 ).
Sixth, Att eb erry's faith in th e Bible was not
being denied when I affirmed th at the conclu sions
of his article und ermined th e fa ith and th e school
wheth er Atteberry was conscious of it or not.
Seve nth , I hav e not claimed auth ority for myself, and I realize th at b oth of us will be jud ged
by God ....
. . . Alth ough we are in disagreemen t with Dr.
Atteberry about some matt ers which we believe
to be very import ant , personally we wish him well.
James D . Bales
Searcy, Arkansas

Sad satirist
Dear sir:
Th e Ch urch of Chri st is right -wing, narrowmind ed, Purit anical, middl e-class, igno rant , complacent , scientifically-dull , sex-sup pressed, hypocritical, suburb an , whit e, Anglo-Saxon, fellowtra veling Protestant s, materialistic, non-t each able,
un scholarly, and just pl ain mean, but what really
bu gs me ab out th em is how int oleran t th ey are
of other peopl e's valu es and life styles!!
Dedicated to Gary ( sad- satiri st (?) ) Fr eeman .
Sarah Nelson
Columbu s, Ohio

m1ss1on

THE CRISIS ON C AMPUS: A SUMMONS TO THE CHRISTIAN F AITH
will be the theme of a serie s of articles in the October issue of
MISSION. A de scription and interpretation of the rise and fall of
the Campu s Evangelism mini stry among Churches of Ch rist will
provide a central focus for the material. Walter E . Burch , Wesley C. R eagan and Dudley Lyn ch are the contributors.
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Failure
"Wisdom will repudiate thee if thou think to enquire why things are as they
are, or whence they came; thy task is first to l~arn what is ... " (Robert
Bridges, The Testimony of Beauty).
Man can never really know why he fails in that which seems so important
to him. He must only know that to experience failure , to contemplate defeat ,
and to wonder "why?" is the price he pays for being man. Only a creature
that is capable of aspiring to great , noble heights is capable of realizing that
it has failed in the acquisition of that great height. Only a rational creature is
capable of truly contemplating its failure . Thus , man 's very rationality is that
which makes possible the unanswerable "why?" to all his failures.
If one could go through life surmounting every hill of difficulty, and never
once failing, if one were always victorious and never saw his hopes dashed
to the ground before his very eyes, that one would never really be initiated
into life. To live is one of the highest arts. To know how to accept life's
reverses is true living. To know how to pick up the scattered and brok en
pieces of one's plans and hopes , and to rearrange them so that there still
remains a lovely work of art, is the supreme in artistry.

-Don

H . McGaughey

